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An anti-fracking public opinion tsunami has rattled the Independent Oil and Gas

Association of Western New York. The News reported dumping of hydrofrack

wastewater at the Buffalo Sewage plant. The New York Times exposed the pollution

of Pennsylvania’s rivers. Quebec banned hydrofracking. Pennsylvania banned it on

state land. New York has a temporary ban.

Pittsburgh and Buffalo have permanent bans. Wales and other towns across New

York are considering bans. In reaction, the association allied itself with Penn Dixie

Paleontological and Outdoor Education Center. Penn Dixie has a reputation that

suggests a balanced view. But its March 11 conference, titled “New York State

Natural Gas Industry: Marcellus and Beyond,” was a whitewash.

The Sierra Club saw the line-up of industry speakers and declined the invitation to

send a Daniel into that lion’s den. Instead we took a table in the lobby to explain

our views and listen. The program described the first speaker, Dr. Langhorne

“Taury” Smith, as a New York State Museum geologist. The Internet says he is also

a consultant for gas and oil giants: Ammonite, Saudi Aramco, Angola LNG, Shell,

Texaco, Repsol, Devon and Encana.
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Smith complained of the bad rap the media had given the Marcellus shale and the

millions of dollars it was worth. He admitted, “There is some downside and risk to

drilling but hydraulic-fracturing is perfectly safe.” Then he casually listed and

dismissed: habitat destruction, water consumption, radioactive wastewater, truck

traffic, accidental spills, well water and atmospheric contamination.

Sen. George Maziarz, R-Newfane, told us Marcellus shale is good for the state. He

admitted voting against the fracking moratorium and assured us that the

Department of Environmental Conservation would have the resources to regulate

it. His surprise was to invite hydrofrack wastewater to a treatment plant in Niagara

Falls. “It would be good for business.”

The citizens of Niagara County, already burdened with Love Canal and Chemical

Waste Management’s toxic and radioactive waste, are unlikely to welcome the

sludge laced with heavy metals and radiation that the senator’s invitation would

bring them.

Sarah Eckel of Citizens Campaign for the Environment described the dangers to our

water supply: massive water consumption and massive quantities of corrosive,

radioactive wastewater to be disposed of and what she described as “the

enforcement farce” — a DEC stripped of funds and personnel.

Gen. “Buck” Turgidson, in the movie “Doctor Strangelove” would have been at

home at this dog and pony show.

Buck was asked his opinion of U. S. casualties in an atomic war. He responded,

“Mr. President, I’m not saying we wouldn’t get our hair mussed. But I do say no

more than 10 to 20 million killed, tops.”

Larry Beahan is conservation chairman of the Sierra Club Niagara Group.
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On another note, what exactly was that stuff that dropped from the sky on the houses in Snyder,

Ellicott creek, and Amherst Mr. Croker. Just maybe we should be testing it for Benzene, Tulene,

Strontium, Arsenic, or diesel fuel. Instead of blaming it on the birds? What are your thoughts?

http://www.buffalonews.com/city/communities/amherst/article322424.ece "It is difficult to get a
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FLAG AS INAPPROPRIATE

FLAG AS INAPPROPRIATE

man to understand something when his job depends on not understanding it. " Upton Sinclair

SHEILA MILLER, ORCHARD PARK, NY on Sun Apr 3, 2011 at 01:18 PM

Gas co's tell you it's regulated by the states: NYS has no Extraction tax on gas. NYS is the only state

with Compulsory Integration. 60% of your neighbors, the DEC actually comes to your door and tells

you they can put wells on your property. They can dump wastewater just about anywhere. They are

dumping radioactive water in Auburn, NY and Watertown, NY who can not treat readioactivity.

They'll de-ice roads with contaminated chemicals and radioactive waste that goes into Sewar

treatment, water sheds, and lake Erie and YOUR public water supply. 1" cement concrete and steel

casing does not stop sodium bromide, highly corrosive, radioactive material that burps up 6 barrels a

day for the life of the gas well. Otherwise, we wouldn't be replacing cars and parking lots every 6

years. They will use old abandoned gas wells for injection pits of waste water. The SGEIS report

doesn't even state that WNY sits on the New Madrid fault line with 6 other states. Keep listening to

those smart Geolists, I even know that mile is 5280 feet but they keep insisting it's a "mile or more

underground...." the shale here is 2,000 ft down.

SHEILA MILLER, ORCHARD PARK, NY on Sun Apr 3, 2011 at 09:37 AM

Nice play on words Mr. Croker, however; like the gas co.'s "data doesn't lie, people do" they never

present facts And, here are some facts, check the reports or links: The Gas co's didn't report

Chromium going in, and it came out 2004 EPA (highly critized) filtered report - gas co. claim what

goes in on pg. 5 - 100 on pg. 5 - 101-121, EPA tested frack water shows chromium when gas co.

claimed it did not go in. Jan. 2011 - elevated levels of chromium in Buffalo's water supply

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2010/12/20/politics/washingtonpost/main7167702.shtml Feb.

2011 - Buffalo sewage authority has been accepting frack fluid waste http://www.buffalonews.com

/city/city-hall/article338944.ece Huh, makes you wonder where that chromium came from NY Time

leaks documents from the filtered 2004 EPA report http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/02

/27/us/natural-gas-map.html?ref=drillingdown Politically motivated (Krancer) DEP rebuttal with

no data behind it, just a PR statement http://thetimes-tribune.com/news/gas-drilling/no-red-flags-

for-radioactivity-found-in-water-1.1115736#axzz1HoxKpPW5 Elma Review, Mike Hogan,Hogan

Energy Consulting, claims 88,000 jobs for PA in 2010, 2010 census job actuals by moody analytics

and Labor board state only 23,700 jobs in 2010 in the entire mining & natural resources industry,

includes all DEP personnel and coal mining as well. All other indirect jobs are down year-over-year

2.4% so they can't even make claime to indirect labor. http://www.usatoday.com/money/economy

/2009-02-06-new-jobs-growth-graphic_N.htm 71,000 active wells in PA, less than 25k jobs,

supposed economic stimulus and they still can't balance their budget

SHEILA MILLER, ORCHARD PARK, NY on Sun Apr 3, 2011 at 09:31 AM
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One wonders whether the Sierra Club's purported unwillingness to accept the Penn Dixie conference

invitation to offer the Club's point of view on hydrofracking had less to do with a fear of throwing

itself into a "lion's den" of academicians, hydrogeologists and engineers, political leaders, and, yes,

energy company executives than it did with the realization that it might possibly have to fully explain

and defend its position and substantiate its allegations in a dispassionate, academic atmosphere. The

prospect of actually having to articulate and defend their position beyond the level of a local news

sound-bite and actually define their terminology, as well as expose their position and definitions of

their terminology to possible questions from an audience far more informed and skeptical than the

general public, must have indeed been terrifying.

CHARLES CROKER, HAMBURG, NY on Sat Apr 2, 2011 at 07:48 PM

One wonders whether the Sierra Clubs purported unwillingness to accept the Penn Dixie conference

invitation to offer the Clubs point of view on hydrofracking had less to do with a fear of throwing

itself into a lions den of academicians, hydrogeologists and engineers, political leaders, and, yes,

energy company executives than it did with the realization that it might possibly have to fully explain

and defend its position and substantiate its allegations in a dispassionate, academic atmosphere. The

prospect of actually having to articulate and defend their position beyond the level of a local news

sound-bite and actually define their terminology as well as expose their position and definitions of

their terminology to possible questions from an audience far more informed and skeptical than the

general public must have indeed been terrifying.

CHARLES CROKER, HAMBURG, NY on Sat Apr 2, 2011 at 05:41 PM
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